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Abstract

The role of left prefrontal cortex in lexical–semantic processing remains a matter of some debate. Functional neuroimaging
Ž .experiments have reported blood flow changes in left inferior prefrontal cortex LIPC during tasks that involve word retrieval and

semantic processing. Some of these studies have also implicated LIPC in repetition priming. To determine the necessity of prefrontal
Ž .cortex for these types of memory and to elucidate their time-course, behavioral and event-related potential ERP correlates of lexical

Žprocessing and repetition priming were examined in 11 stroke patients with lesions centered in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex areas 9 and
.46 . Damage extended inferiorly and posteriorly to areas 6, 8, 44, and 45 in some subjects, so patients were subdivided into anterior and

posterior frontal subgroups. Visually presented words and pronounceable non-words were repeated after one of three delays. Subjects
categorized stimuli as either words or non-words in a lexical decision task. Controls showed significant word priming at all three delays.
Old words elicited more positive-going potentials than new words, beginning at 300 ms and lasting until 500–700 ms. This ERP
repetition effect was reduced, but not eliminated, by both anterior and posterior frontal lesions. However, behavioral priming was intact in
the patients, suggesting that prefrontal cortex may modulate the neural generators in posterior cortical regions that are critical for priming.
Left posterior frontal lesions resulted in impaired performance in the lexical decision task and a reduction in the amplitude of the late

Ž .positive component LPC . These latter findings suggest that left posterior prefrontal cortex is important for the categorization and
selection processes required by lexical–semantic tasks. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Our general knowledge about the world, including facts,
concepts, and word meanings, is often classified under the
rubric of semantic memory. Semantic memory has been
distinguished from episodic memory for personally experi-

w x 1enced events and their respective contexts 85 . The
neuropsychological literature on semantic dementia and
progressive aphasia implicates left temporal lobe regions

w xin semantic memory 28,87 . Conversely, a number of
neuroimaging studies point to left inferior prefrontal cortex
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1 Other researchers, however, do not differentiate between semantic
w xand episodic memory 73 , and the classification remains a contentious

one.

Ž .LIPC as being crucial for retrieval from semantic mem-
w xory 3,7,18,33,51,52,89 , particularly retrieval of lexical

knowledge, i.e., words and their meanings and their phono-
w xlogical forms 11,36,55 . Based on results from positron

Ž .emission tomography PET and functional magnetic reso-
Ž .nance imaging fMRI , a further division of labor within

LIPC has been proposed by some investigators: the ante-
Ž .rior portions of LIPC areas 10, 47 are specifically in-

volved in semantic processing, while activations in poste-
Ž .rior LIPC regions area 44 are related to more general

word retrieval mechanisms or to phonological processing
w x2,11,57,59 . Studies of patients with focal lesions in left
prefrontal cortex have not addressed this hypothesis.

Another subdivision of human memory is the distinc-
tion between explicit memory systems, whose contents are
accessible to conscious awareness, and indirect or implicit
forms of memory that are independent of conscious recol-
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w xlection 86 . One type of implicit memory, known as
priming, is the improved ability to identify a stimulus after
subsequent presentation. For example, priming in the lexi-
cal decision task is measured by a decrease in reaction

Ž . w xtime RT following repeated exposure 65 . Until recently,
the neuroanatomical substrates of priming have evaded
researchers. One emerging view is that visual word prim-
ing is reliant on the integrity of extrastriate cortex. Patients

Žwith lesions of right inferior temporal–occipital temp–oc-
.cip cortex showed impaired priming in word stem com-

w x w xpletion 46 and lexical decision 75 . Furthermore, a pa-
tient with a right occipital resection exhibited intact ex-
plicit memory but impaired perceptual identification and

w xword stem completion priming 17 . Deficient visual word
priming has also been observed in patients with damage to
left inferior, medial temp–occip cortex and the syndrome

w xof alexia without agraphia 4,46,81 . Hence, the existing
neuropsychological evidence suggests that visual word
priming requires both left and right temp–occip areas.

The functional neuroimaging techniques of PET and
fMRI have been applied to questions of implicit memory
mechanisms in an effort to localize these operations in
human subjects. An early PET experiment found decreased
blood flow in right occipital cortex, centered in the region
of the lingual gyrus, during word stem completion priming
w x74 . This result was interpreted to mean that sensory
processing became more efficient with stimulus repetition,
reflected both in behavioral priming and in blood flow
decreases in right occipital cortex. Subsequent experiments
observed blood flow reductions in bilateral temp–occip

w xregions 3,66 . Imaging studies have thus provided con-
verging evidence on the importance of extrastriate cortex
for visual word priming. Recent fMRI studies, however,
have implied a left frontal contribution to certain kinds of
priming. Activity in LIPC was reduced when semantic
decisions were made on repeated words relative to new

w xwords 7,18,89 . Likewise, repetition priming in
livingrnon-living and concreterabstract tasks was dimin-

w xished in some patients with left frontal lesions 76 . Con-
versely, frontal lesions had no effect on word stem comple-

w x w xtion 69 or conceptual priming 19 , so the precise role of
left prefrontal cortex in various priming tasks remains

Žunclear. The comparison between priming effects based
. Žpurely on stimulus repetition and practice effects based
.on repeated task performance is likely to be a critical one.

Our understanding of lexical–semantic processing and
repetition priming can be enhanced by recording electro-

physiological activity that is time-locked to the cognitive
Ž .events of interest. Event-related potentials ERPs are the

summed activity of synchronized post-synaptic potentials
Ž . w xPSPs recorded on the scalp 27 . Because of their excel-
lent temporal resolution, ERPs can illuminate the temporal
dynamics of the neural activity underlying lexical access,
semantic integration, and repetition effects. Of particular
interest are two ERP components, the N400 and the late

Ž .positive component LPC . The N400 is a negative-going
potential, typically peaking at 400 ms post-stimulus, that is

w xrelated to semantic processing 39 . The amplitude of the
N400 is modulated by the extent to which a word is related

Ž w x .to its prior context see Ref. 40 for review , making it
sensitive to both repetition priming and semantic priming.
The LPC, a relative of the P300 component that peaks at
about 600 ms, can be recorded during the repetition of

w xwords in lists 43 .
Incidentally repeated or previously studied words elicit

greater positivity than new words, beginning at 300 ms
poststimulus and typically lasting for several hundred mil-

w xliseconds 25,34,60,88 . This ERP word repetition effect
Ž .or ‘oldrnew effect’ encompasses a decrease in N400 and
an increase in LPC amplitude. A number of researchers
have claimed that the ERP repetition effect is more closely
related to episodic memory than to implicit forms of
memory retrieval. In recognition paradigms, remembered
items associated with ‘conscious recollection’ evoke larger
positive shifts than items associated with only relative

w xfamiliarity 50,70,91 . On the other hand, evidence for the
involvement of familiarity or implicit memory mechanisms
is provided by Alzheimer’s patients, who despite their
prominent deficits in explicit memory, demonstrate signifi-
cant ERP effects when word repetition is incidental to the

w xtask 14,62 . It seems plausible that the ERP repetition
effect contains contributions from neural sources partici-
pating in both explicit and implicit aspects of word re-

w xtrieval 1,49,75,77 ; the relative contributions of each may
vary based on task requirements, age, and the presence of
brain damage. For example, the ERP repetition effect is
intact in the elderly in indirect memory tasks
w x w x14,26,35,61,77 but not direct memory tasks 61,77 .

The neural structures that generate N400 and LPC have
not been fully delineated. In particular, most intracranial
and lesion studies of the ERP repetition effect have been
conducted using explicit memory paradigms. However,

Ž .non-overlapping as well as overlapping populations of
generators are likely recruited when repetition is inciden-

Fig. 1. Lesion reconstructions for the group-averaged lesions are compared to left prefrontal activations in neuroimaging studies of lexical, semantic, and
phonological processing. All lesions are projected onto the left hemisphere. The scale indicates the percentage of patients with damage in the

Ž . 3corresponding areas. A Anterior Frontal patients had dorsolateral prefrontal lesions with no temporal lobe involvement. Mean lesion volume is 28.4 cm .
Ž .B Posterior Frontal lesions include the anterior temporal tip and extensive involvement of Broca’s area and insular cortex. Mean lesion volume is 74.7

3 Ž . w xcm . C Peaks of activation for PET and fMRI studies are plotted on the lateral surface of the standardized brain of Talairach and Tournoux 82 . Red
Ž .symbols indicate lexical decision tasks red hatching is insular activation projected onto the lateral surface in the lexical tasks , pink denotes semantic

decision tasks, light blue is phonological decisions, green is word generation or production tasks, dark blue is incidental word or non-word processing, and
yellow is depth ERP recordings. See Table 4 for details of individual studies.
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tal, rather than integral to the task. Left anterior temporal
Ž w x. w xlobectomy ATL, 32,63,71 or right ATL 63 reduces the

repetition effect to old words during recognition. Compara-
ble results for incidental word repetition have not been

reported. Depth recordings in the medial temporal lobe
Ž .MTL have revealed potentials resembling the scalp N400
and LPC components elicited in recognition memory, lexi-

w xcal decision, and picture naming tasks 58,72 . Intracranial
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recordings from the anterior MTL and inferior temporal
surface suggested that a major N400 generator is in ante-

w xrior fusiform and parahippocampal gyri 41,47 , but depth
N400 and LPC potentials have also been recorded in
hippocampus, rhinal cortex, superior and middle temporal
gyri, lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and near Broca’s area
w x20,22,23 . If left prefrontal cortex is important for lexi-
cal–semantic processing, one might expect that damage to
this region would have dire consequences for the N400
component in particular.

w xRecent reviews of the neuroimaging literature 2,48
have listed about 20 studies that relate hemodynamic
changes in left prefrontal cortex to retrieval of information
from semantic memory. One difficulty in defining the
significance of these prefrontal activations is whether they
comprise a circuit that is essential for task performance.
Furthermore, the limited temporal resolution of PET pre-
vents it from establishing the sequence of events underly-
ing blood flow changes. Other limitations of the PET
methodology as specifically applied to language process-
ing include the assumptions inherent in using the hierarchi-

Ž w x.cal, subtractive paradigm discussed in Refs. 5,9,54 .
Therefore, a converging approach that compares the results
obtained with PETrfMRI, ERPs, and neuropsychology
can be most informative.

Ž .The goals of this study were to clarify: 1 the role of
Ž .left inferior prefrontal cortex in lexical processing, 2 the

necessity of lateral prefrontal cortex for intact behavioral
Ž .and ERP correlates of repetition priming, and 3 whether

prefrontal cortex makes differential contributions to the
ERP repetition effect in implicit and explicit memory
paradigms. A parallel study demonstrated that lateral pre-
frontal cortex was not critical for the ERP repetition effect

w xin a recognition memory task 79 . To achieve the objec-
tives stated above, the current experiment recorded ERPs
from patients with focal frontal lesions to determine the
importance of prefrontal cortex for verbal priming during
lexical decision and for the generation of cognitive ERP
components in this task.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Subjects were 11 patients with focal brain lesions caused
Ž .by strokes mean age of 58.4 years, range 26–77 and 11

Ž .age-matched controls mean 60.5 years, range 25–83 .
Patients were selected based on unilateral frontal lesion
visible on CT or MRI scans and due to infarction in the
precentral branch of the middle cerebral artery. Lesions
were centered in the posterior portion of Brodmann areas 9
and 46, but damage extended inferiorly and posteriorly to
areas 6, 8, 44, 45, and the temporal tip in some subjects.
Hence, the patients were subdivided into two groups based

Ž . Ž .on anatomical criteria Fig. 1 . Anterior frontal ns6
lesions were restricted to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

Table 1
Summary data on each patient for age, years of education, lesioned

Ž .hemisphere, handedness, year of brain damage onset , and type of
aphasia

Patient Age Educat Hem Hand Onset Aphasia

Anterior frontals
A.A. 26 10 L L 1993 none
O.A. 61 13 L R 1984 none
J.D. 65 20 L R 1986 Anomic
B.K. 61 14 L R 1984 none
R.T. 77 16 L R 1985 Anomic
E.B. 75 12 R R 1983 none
Mean 60.8 14.2

Posterior frontals
J.C. 68 16 L R 1987 Broca’sranomic
J.H. 63 12 L R 1982 Anomic
K.K. 32 14 L R 1989 Apraxia of speech
A.L. 63 13 L R 1980 Anomic
W.R. 50 14 L R 1989 Broca’s
Mean 55.2 13.8

with no temporal lobe involvement, while left posterior
Ž .frontal ns5 lesions included the anterior temporal tip

with more extensive involvement of ventrolateral pre-
frontal cortex including Broca’s area and insular cortex.
Patients with significant medical complications, psychiatric
disturbances, substance abuse, multiple neurological events
or dementia were excluded. Lesions were transcribed onto
corresponding axial templates and then projected onto a
lateral view of the brain by computer software. The two

Žgroups were matched for handedness 10 right-, 1 left-
. Žhanded and education level 13.5"2.0 years for controls

.and 14.0"2.6 years for frontals . English was the primary
language for all participants. Detailed characteristics of
individual patients are given in Table 1. Subjects were paid
for their participation and signed informed consent state-
ments approved by the Institutional Review Board of the
Martinez Department of Veterans Affairs and the Univer-
sity of California, Davis.

2.2. Stimuli and task

Stimuli were words and pronounceable non-words, four
to eight letters in length. Words were of moderate to low

w xfrequency, less than 30 occurrencesrmillion 13 , with a
mean of 9.35rmillion. Half of the words were concrete,
the other half were abstract. Non-words were created by
altering one to three letters in real words or rearranging

Žtheir sequence. Two sets of 360 stimuli 180 words and
.180 non-words were constructed so that half of the sub-

jects were exposed to one stimulus set and half to the other
set. This was done because all of the subjects participated
in a separate but parallel experiment of continuous recog-

w xnition memory 79 . Each stimulus set was divided into 8
Ž .lists or blocks ; rest periods were given after each block.

The order of the stimulus lists was counterbalanced across
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Table 2
Ž .Mean reaction times in milliseconds for lexical decision

Lag Words Non-words

Controls Anterior frontal Posterior frontal Controls Anterior frontal Posterior frontal

Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M. Mean S.E.M.

New 796.9 47.5 891.2 68.4 1117.6 77.9 846.0 47.5 995.4 130.0 1167.1 90.5
0 608.0 44.8 691.8 53.8 840.3 66.5 663.1 44.8 774.9 59.3 944.3 85.4
1–3 698.6 46.1 804.5 72.6 992.4 73.5 776.8 46.1 951.2 135.9 1138.7 108.7
9–19 708.2 43.7 791.6 60.9 1004.4 77.8 819.6 43.7 957.5 117.2 1159.4 102.2

subjects. Ninety items occurred in each block: 22 or 23
words and 22 or 23 non-words, with all stimuli repeating

Ž .once within the block. Lags delays between first and
Žsecond presentation were 3 s from onset of first stimulus

.to onset of repeated stimulus, zero intervening items ,
Ž .6–12 s one to three intervening items , and 30–60 s

Ž .9–19 intervening items . Two separate practice lists of 24
stimuli were also constructed.

Stimuli were written with upper case letters, white on a
black background. Stimuli subtended a horizontal visual
angle of approximately 0.448 and a vertical angle of 1.38 to
2.88. Stimulus duration was 500 ms, while the interstimu-
lus interval was 2500 ms.

The participants were seated in a dim, sound-attenuated
booth approximately 165 cm from a 50 cm computer
monitor. The response requirement was to discriminate

Ž .between words and non-words in a lexical decision LD
task. An asterisk was presented at the center of the screen
to signal the start of each block. Subjects pressed one
button for words and the other button for non-words, using
their left and right thumbs. They were told that although
some items might repeat, this was not important, and they
were instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately as
possible. Hand use was counterbalanced across subjects,

Ž .except for two patients with motor deficits hemiparesis .

2.3. ERP recording

Electrophysiological signals were recorded using an
ŽElectro-Cap, with electrode placements according to the

.10–20 International System at Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7,
F8, Cz, C3, C4, Pz, P3, P4, T3, T4, T5, T6, O1, and O2
referred to linked mastoids. EOG was monitored by elec-
trodes placed below and lateral to the left eye, also referred

Ž .to linked mastoids. Signals were amplified =50 000 and
Ž .filtered 0.1–100 Hz via a Grass Neurodata acquisition

system. EEG was continuously digitized at 250 Hz per
channel and stored on tape for subsequent analysis. The
recording epoch was 1024 ms.

2.4. Data analysis

Ž .ERP averages for each stimulus type word, non-word
Ž .and condition new, lag 0, lag 1–3, lag 9–19 were

computed for individual subjects; grand averages were
computed across subjects separately for controls and pa-
tients. Trials contaminated by eye movements, excessive

Ž .peak-to-peak deflection over 100 mV , and amplifier
blocking were automatically rejected from the averaged

Ž .Fig. 2. A To correct for baseline differences between groups, word
Žpriming is shown as percent RT facilitation for the three delays each lag

.relative to first presentation . Error bars are standard error of the mean.
Ž .B Accuracy data are plotted as percentage of incorrect responses for

Ž . Ž .each condition for words top and non-words bottom .
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Ž .data. Trials with correctable blinks free of other artifacts
were corrected using an adaptive filtering algorithm devel-
oped by A. Dale. Difference waveforms were derived by
subtracting ERPs to new stimuli from ERPs to repeated
stimuli. The data were quantified by computing mean
amplitudes and peak amplitudes in defined latency win-
dows in relation to a 100 ms pre-stimulus baseline.

Statistical analyses were carried out on IBM and Macin-
tosh computer systems using repeated measures of
ANOVAs. Greenhouse–Geisser corrections for multiple
comparisons were employed when appropriate; the cor-
rected p values and the uncorrected degrees of freedom
are reported. ERP amplitude measures were analyzed by
Stimulus Type, Condition, Group, and Electrode. In the
ANOVAs for difference waves and responses to old items

Žonly, the factor of Condition will be referred to as Lag lag
.0, lag 1–3, lag 9–19 . Differences in scalp distribution

across conditions and between groups were also analyzed
w xafter normalization of the data 42 . This procedure allows

for the possibility that a given scalp distribution effect
could be due to multiplicative differences in neural source
strength across conditions. Hence, any interaction involv-
ing the electrode factor was reported only if significant in
the normalized data set. Behavioral priming in the lexical
decision task was measured by a facilitation in RT follow-

w xing repeated exposure 65 . Only correct responses were
entered into this analysis. Accuracy and RTs were ana-

Ž .lyzed by Stimulus Type, Condition or Lag , and Group.
Ž . ŽPlanned comparisons contrasts or post-hoc tests Fisher’s

.Protected LSD or Dunnett two-tailed were used to further
describe significant effects. The corrected p-values are
reported for these.

3. Results

3.1. BehaÕioral performance

The ANOVA for RT data yielded significant main
w Ž . xeffects of stimulus type F 1,20 s26.62, p-0.0001 ,

w Ž . xcondition F 3,60 s 103.47, p - 0.0001 , and group
w Ž . xF 1,20 s7.21, p-0.05 . Patients with frontal lesions
were slower than controls, but all participants were faster
for words than non-words and for repeated items at all lags
compared to new stimuli. An interaction between stimulus

w Ž .type and lag was also observed F 3,60 s6.39, p-
x0.005 , suggesting greater RT priming for words than

non-words. There were no interactive effects of group,
indicating that the patients showed priming of equivalent
magnitude to controls. Additional analyses assessed prim-
ing separately for each stimulus type with planned compar-
isons between new items and repeated items at each lag.
Repetition priming was significant at all delays for words
Ž .p’s-0.0001 and for non-words at the two shorter de-

Ž .lays p’s-0.001 . Non-word priming at lag 9–19 did not
Ž .reach significance p-0.08 .

A separate ANOVA subdivided the patients into ante-
Ž .rior and posterior frontal groups Table 2 . The significant

w Ž . xeffect of group F 2,19 s5.78, p-0.05 and subsequent
post-hoc tests revealed that the patients with posterior
frontal lesions accounted for the slower RTs: they were

Ž .significantly slower than controls p-0.005 , but patients
Ž .with anterior frontal lesions were not p)0.18 . How-

ever, there were no priming deficits in either frontal group
Ž .p)0.28 .

In Fig. 2A, priming is shown as percent RT facilitation
for the three delays, each compared to first presentation.

Fig. 3. Grand average ERPs recorded from left and right parietal, posterior temporal, and occipital electrodes in controls and patients with prefrontal
Ž . Ž .lesions 10 left, 1 right hemisphere . Right The ERPs in the box illustrate that damage to either anterior or posterior frontal regions reduced the amplitude

of the left lateralized N170 component.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. Grand average ERPs from control subjects top and frontal patients bottom for words presented during the lexical decision task. Old words were
Ž . Ž . Ž .collapsed across the three lags. ERPs were recorded from midline Fz, Cz, Pz , left and right frontal Fp1r2, F3r4, F7r8 , central C3r4 , temporal

Ž . Ž . Ž .T3r4, T5r6 , parietal P3r4 , and occipital O1r2 electrode sites. Stimulus onset is indicated by the vertical calibration bar, and negative is up. EOG
Ž .was recorded below the eye. The N170 N1 and LPC are labelled.
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wPriming was greatest for immediately repeated stimuli lag:
Ž . x Ž .F 2,40 s107.48, p-0.0001 and for words 15.4%

w Ž .compared to non-words 9.8%; stimulus type: F 1,20 s
x22.23, p-0.001 . However, the priming of frontal pa-

w Ž .tients did not differ from control levels F 1,20 s1.99,
xp)0.17 , nor were there main or interactive effects of

group in the ANOVA including the two frontal subgroups.
Accuracy data were quantified as the percentage of

Ž .errors in each condition Fig. 2B . Overall, the error rate
wwas lowest for immediately repeated items condition:

Ž . xF 3,60 s6.64, p-0.01 , and the patients were less accu-
w Ž . xrate than controls group: F 1,20 s9.82, p-0.01 . The

w Ž . xstimulus type X condition F 3,60 s14.24, p-0.0001
and stimulus type X condition X group interactions
w Ž . xF 3,60 s6.11, p-0.01 indicated the following pattern:
both groups made fewer errors for repeated words than
new words, but only frontals were significantly less accu-

Ž .rate for lag 9–19 non-words p-0.01 . The patients were
more likely to misidentify a non-word when it repeated
after a long delay. Additionally, the overall performance of
the posterior frontal patients was worse. The comparison
between the two frontal subgroups and controls found a

w Ž . xmain effect of group F 2,19 s7.06, p-0.01 . Post-hoc
tests indicated that only the posterior frontals were less

Ž .accurate than controls p-0.005 .

3.2. ERPs

Among the first components that were apparent in the
ŽERPs of the control subjects were the P1 and N1 or

.N170 , positive and negative deflections elicited by visual
stimuli. The more prominent N170 was maximal at left

Ž . Ž . Žoccipital O1 and posterior temporal T5 electrodes Fig.
.3 . N170 was significantly larger over the left hemisphere

w Ž . xF 1,10 s11.86, p-0.01 , similar to previous studies
w xthat used visually presented words as stimuli 6,45 . Con-

Žversely, the patients most of whom had left frontal le-
.sions showed a dramatic reduction in the left-lateralized

N170 component. To quantify the N170, peak amplitudes
were measured in the 120–220 ms interval at the T5 and
O1 electrodes. A main effect of group was observed
w Ž . xF 1,20 s4.59, p-0.05 : N170 amplitude was smaller

Ž . Ž .in the patients y0.96 mV than the controls y3.15 mV .
The two patient subgroups did not differ from each other
Ž .p)0.29 . Similar results have been observed in these

w xpatients in other paradigms 38,78 .
Later in the recording epoch, new words elicited an

LPC that peaked at about 600–700 ms in the controls and
Ž .was largest at central and parietal electrodes Fig. 4 . The

prior N400 component, which usually peaks at 400 ms,
becomes difficult to identify in older adults due to its

w xoverlap with the LPC in this paradigm 77 . Repeated
words began to diverge from new words at 200–300 ms
with a more positive-going waveform, particularly at cen-

Žtral and posterior sites. Large positive potentials 400–500
.ms were observed frontally following new words, but the

effects of repetition were minimal at frontal electrodes. In
the patients, the LPC evoked by new words showed a

Ž .slightly later peak approximately 700–750 ms than in
Ž .controls Fig. 4 . Additionally, old words elicited a smaller

repetition effect. This reduction is also apparent in Fig. 5,
which illustrates the ERPs to words in all four conditions.

ERP data were initially quantified by measuring mean
amplitudes within two latency windows to capture the

Ž . Ž .early 300–500 ms and late 500–700 ms phases of the
repetition effect. For the 300–500 ms interval, the main

w Ž . xeffect of condition F 3,60 s10.81, p-0.001 was sig-
nificant. Mean amplitudes were greater for repeated stimuli
compared to new stimuli, similar to the RT results. A

Ž .condition X group interaction was not obtained p)0.15 ;
the repetition effect was significant in both controls
w Ž . x w Ž .F 3,30 s11.50, p-0.001 and patients F 3,30 s4.59,

xp-0.05 . A stimulus type X condition interaction was
w Ž . xalso seen F 3,60 s3.25, p-0.05 , indicating that words

generally evoked a greater repetition effect than non-words.
Therefore, the following sections will not report interac-
tions involving stimulus type, and the focus will be on
ERPs to words.

Topographic differences were assessed in the normal-
ized data set, revealing an interaction between condition

w Ž . xand electrode F 54,1080 s2.38, p-0.05 that was fur-
w Ž . xther modified by group F 54,1080 s3.14, p-0.005 ,

suggesting that frontal lesions altered the scalp distribution
of the repetition effect. A condition X electrode interaction

w Ž . xwas observed for controls F 54,540 s5.30, p-0.001
Ž .but not for patients p)0.46 . The repetition effect was

minimal over frontal regions, intermediate at occipital and
posterior temporal electrodes, and largest at parietal and

Ž .central sites in controls Fig. 4 , whereas the effect was
more equally distributed over the scalp in the patients. A
second ANOVA compared the anterior and posterior
frontals to controls. The main effect of group was not

Ž .Fig. 5. Grand average ERPs recorded from midline sites Fz, Cz, Pz are
Ž . Ž .shown for control subjects left and frontal patients right . These ERPs

were elicited by new words and by words that were repeated at one of the
three different temporal delays.
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Fig. 6. Topographic maps display the scalp voltage distribution of the LPC for immediately repeated words in the lexical decision task. Peak amplitude in
Ž .the 300–600 ms window was plotted as positive voltages mV for 19 electrode sites.

w Ž . xsignificant F 2,19 s2.89, ps0.08 , but post-hoc tests
Ž .Dunnett two-tailed indicated that mean amplitudes over
the entire scalp were decreased in posterior frontal patients
Ž . Ž1.45 mV relative to controls 4.78 mV; p-0.05; see Fig.
.6 .

For the 500–700 ms interval, the condition X group
w Ž . xinteraction was significant F 3,60 s3.68, p-0.05 . The

w Ž .repetition effect was significant in controls F 3,30 s
x w Ž .5.41, p-0.05 but not in the patients F 3,30 s1.48,

xp)0.25 . In the second ANOVA comparing the two
frontal subgroups and controls, the main effect of group
w Ž . xF 2,19 s3.18, p-0.07 and the condition X group

w Ž . xinteraction F 6,57 s2.52, p-0.06 approached signifi-
cance. Post-hoc tests again found an overall amplitude

Ž .reduction in posterior frontals 2.06 mV compared to
Ž .controls 5.38 mV; p-0.05 .

Additional tests were run to establish the significance of
any hemispheric asymmetries across conditions or groups.
The 16 lateral electrodes were divided into eight left and
eight right hemisphere leads and analyzed by five-way
ANOVAs with factors of stimulus type, condition, hemi-

sphere, electrode pair, and group. For the earlier window,
there was an interaction between hemisphere, electrode

w Ž . xpair, and group F 7,140 s3.37, p-0.05 . Because pre-
frontal damage reduced positivity at ipsilateral frontal and
anterior temporal electrodes, the electrode pair X hemi-

w Ž .sphere interaction was significant in patients F 7,70 s
x Ž .4.48, p-0.05 but not controls p)0.17 . Furthermore,

the posterior frontals accounted for this deficit: anterior
frontals did not show an electrode pair X hemisphere

Ž .interaction p)0.6 , while the posterior frontals did
w Ž . xF 7,28 s8.78, p-0.01 , along with a general right)

w Ž . xleft asymmetry hemisphere: F 1,4 s11.98, p-0.05 .
This asymmetry was greatest over lesioned cortex, with
potentials at left inferior frontal and anterior temporal
scalp sites most affected. A similar effect was observed for
the 500–700 ms interval, with greater reductions at ipsi-

wvs. contralesional electrodes in the posterior frontals hemi-
Ž . xsphere: F 1,4 s17.94, p-0.05 .

A final analysis examined the reliability of the word
repetition effect in controls and frontals at the parietal

Ž .midline Pz electrode, where it was particularly promi-

Table 3
Ž . Ž .Mean amplitudes and S.D. of the repetition effect old–new difference waves, in microvolts at 100 ms intervals, recorded from the parietal midline

electrode in the lexical decision task

Pz Words

Ž .Interval ms

300–400 400–500 500–600 600–700

Controls
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lag 0 1.96 1.95 )) 4.65 3.18 ))) 0.85 5.26 y2.23 5.33
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lag 1–3 2.14 1.46 ))) 3.25 1.82 ))) 3.06 2.05 ))) 1.62 3.23
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lag 9–19 1.90 2.48 ) 2.41 2.24 )) 2.42 2.06 )) 1.98 2.92 )

Frontals
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lag 0 0.56 2.69 1.08 3.69 ) 0.99 2.34 y0.36 2.83
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lag 1–3 1.50 2.62 2.27 2.97 ) 2.05 2.82 ) 2.00 3.43
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lag 9–19 y0.28 2.45 0.70 1.99 1.50 2.49 1.84 2.39 )

The changes in voltage elicited by repeated words in each condition were analyzed using one-sample t-tests, ) p-0.05, )) p-0.01, ))) p-0.001.
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nent. These comparisons utilized the Old–New difference
waves at each of the three lags, measured for four consecu-

Ž .tive 100 ms intervals Table 3 . Frontal lesions resulted in
a delayed and more temporally restricted repetition effect
Ž .Table 3 , with a reduced amplitude in the 400–500 ms

w Ž .window in comparison to controls group: F 1,20 s5.98,
xp-0.05 . The repetition effect began at 300 ms in con-

Žtrols, and its duration ranged from 200 to 400 ms depend-
.ing on lag . In frontals, the onset was delayed by 100 ms

and the duration was only 100–200 ms. Comparisons of
the difference waves from anterior and posterior frontals
did not find any differences between these subgroups
Ž .p’s)0.35 for group; p’s)0.21 for lag X group .

4. Discussion

Behavioral and ERP data from patients with focal le-
Ž .sions in lateral prefrontal cortex revealed the following: 1

the posterior frontal group, whose lesions included more
extensive involvement of Broca’s area and the insula, was
significantly impaired on the lexical decision task, having

Ž .both slower RTs and lower accuracy; 2 behavioral prim-
ing, as measured by a facilitation in RT, was not affected

Ž .by either anterior or posterior frontal damage; 3 the ERP
repetition effect, conversely, was reduced in both frontal

Ž .subgroups; 4 the amplitude of the LPC was significantly
smaller in the posterior frontal patients, a finding related to
their deficits in lexical decisions. Below I will discuss how
these observations fit together, and how these data eluci-
date the contributions of prefrontal cortex to different
memory subsystems. These results will also be related to
the neuroimaging literature.

4.1. Lexical–semantic processing and left prefrontal cortex

Ž w x.Neuropsychological e.g., Refs. 28,87 and neuroimag-
Ž w xing experiments e.g., Refs. 8,55,92 have implicated left

temporal lobe regions in semantic memory. However, a
number of imaging studies suggest that left inferior pre-
frontal cortex participates in semantic processing andr

Ž . wor word retrieval see Fig. 1C and Table 4 3,15,18,33,
x36,51–53,83,92 . Since phonological analysis or search

Ž w x. wcan also activate this region reviewed in Ref. 54 8,12,
x36,55,68,94 , retrieval of word meaning may not be a

necessary correlate of LIPC activity. The regions activated
during two PET studies of lexical decision included areas

Table 4
Details of the individual activation peaks plotted in Fig. 2C. All studies used words or pronounceable non-words for the experimental condition

Study Condition Modality, stimuli

Ž . w x Ž .1 Price et al., 1994 56 LD—feature decision false font vis words, non-words
LD—reading aloud

Ž . w x Ž .2 Rumsey et al. 1997 64 modified LD ortho or phono —visual fixation vis words, non-words
Ž . w x3 Demonet et al. 1992 8 semantic monitoring of word pairs aud words
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .4 Kapur et al. 1994 33 semantic livingrnon —ortho decision detect ‘a’ vis words
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .5 Gabrieli et al. 1995 17 semantic conrabs —ortho decision upperrlower vis words
Ž . w x Ž .6 Thompson-Schill et al. 83 semantic decision high vs. low selection vis words
Ž . w x Ž .7 Demonet et al. 1992 8 phoneme monitoring detect ‘d’ followed by ‘b’ aud non-words
Ž . w x Ž .8 Zatorre et al. 1992 94 rhyming—passive speech syllables aud CVC words, non-words
Ž . w x Ž .9 Shaywitz et al. 1995 68 rhyme judgment—case judgment letter strings vis non-words

Ž .not semantic vs. rhyme judgment
Ž . w x Ž10 Fiez et al. 1995 12 phono—fixation)ortho—fixation phonosdetect long vowels, vis, aud words

.orthosdetect ascending letters
Ž . w x Ž .11 Price et al. 1997 55 phono no. of syllables —semantic decision vis words

Ž .livingrnon
Ž . w x12 Petersen et al. 1989 52 verb generation—read noun aloud vis words
Ž . w x Ž13 Wise et al. 1991 92 verb generation—rest not noun–noun aud words

.or noun–verb comparison tasks
Ž . w x14 Frith et al. 1991 15 verbal fluency) rest, counting, LD aud cue words

Ž .not LD for auditory stimuli
Ž . w x15 Buckner et al. 1995 3 baseline stem completion—fixation vis word stems
Ž . w x16a Klein et al. 1995 36 synonym generation—repetition aud words
Ž . w x16b Klein et al. 1995 36 rhyme generation—repetition aud words
Ž . w x Ž .17 Thompson-Schill et al. 83 verb generation high vs. low selection vis words
Ž . w x18 Petersen et al. 1990 53 passive words—non-words vis words
Ž . w x19 Frith et al. 1995 16 incidental processing of pseudowords vis non-words
Ž . w x Ž .20 Zatorre et al. 1992 94 passive speech syllables—noise aud CVC words, non-words
Ž . w x21a Halgren et al. 1994 23 depth ERPs recorded at 280, 400, 600 ms vis words

Ž .not recorded to faces
Ž . w x21b Halgren et al. 1994 23 maximum amplitude of depth N400-LPC vis words
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w x44r45 and the insula 56,64 , leading the former authors to
conclude that the subjects adopted a phonological strategy
to perform the task.

In the present study, patients with left frontal lesions
were, in fact, less accurate at making lexical decisions.
Furthermore, the posterior frontal group accounted for
most of this deficit, and they were more aphasic than the
anterior frontals. Their group averaged lesion included
substantial overlap with the left inferior and middle frontal
and left insular areas activated in the studies of Price et al.
w x w x56 and Rumsey et al. 64 , as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
nature of the lexical decision task, with its emphasis on
orthography and perhaps even phonology, allows one to
draw stronger inferences about the importance of left
posterior frontal cortex in lexical processing than in purely
semantic processing. This might be termed lexical–
semantic processing, if one assumes some automatic re-

Žtrieval of word meaning during lexical decision e.g., Ref.
w x.44 . Similar results were observed in semantic decision

w xparadigms 76 . Patients with left inferior frontal lesions
were slower and made significantly more errors than con-
trols and other frontal patients. Taken together, these re-
sults indicate that left prefrontal cortex contributes to
lexical–semantic processing, although the exact role is a
matter of some debate.

One view is that it participates in guiding or organizing
w xlexical search and word retrieval 2,89 . Some neuroimag-

ing researchers have proposed a further subdivision of
Ž .LIPC: activations in posterior LIPC regions areas 44, 45 ,

which were damaged in the current group of patients, are
related to phonological processing or general word re-

w xtrieval mechanisms 2,11,57,59 , while anterior portions of
LIPC are implicated in semantic processing. None of the
current patients had lesions in anterior LIPC that spared
posterior frontal regions, and the neuropsychological litera-
ture on language abilities in patients with focal damage to
this area is sparse. However, we recently reported that a

Ž .patient with focal damage to anterior LIPC areas 10, 47
was normal on a series of semantic decision and genera-

w xtion tasks 84 .
Based on a recent fMRI experiment, another proposal is

Ž .that activity in the left inferior frontal gyrus LIFG is
associated with the degree to which selection among com-
peting sources of information is required, rather than being

w xassociated with the extent of semantic retrieval itself 83 .
Converging evidence was obtained from a preliminary

w xlesion study 84 . In semantic retrieval conditions with
high selection demands, patients with damage to posterior
LIFG were impaired, while frontal patients whose lesions
spared LIFG did not differ from controls. In conditions
with low selection demands, the performance of all frontal
patients was intact. These results suggest that left posterior
frontal cortex is important for the categorization and selec-
tion processes required to choose the appropriate response.
The ERP data discussed below shed additional light on this
idea.

A final observation is that both subgroups of patients
were more likely to misidentify a non-word when it re-
peated after a long delay. A plausible explanation is that
frontal damage produced a deficiency in source memory
w x29 . Since there was an increased level of relative famil-

Ž .iarity or perceptual fluency for lag 9–19 non-words, the
patients had greater difficulty recalling the experimental
context in which they previously saw these items and thus
assumed they must be words.

4.2. Repetition priming and prefrontal cortex

The behavioral results indicated that frontal patients
displayed intact visual word priming at all delays, similar

w xto their results in word stem completion priming 69 and
Žconceptual priming category exemplar generation and free

w x.association 19 . The preserved behavioral effect suggests
that prefrontal cortex and adjacent areas are not crucial for
lexical repetition priming. Frontal patients must utilize
spared posterior regions such as occip–temp cortex
w x3,46,74 for their intact implicit memory.

To elucidate the brain loci of priming, it is essential to
disentangle the effects of stimulus repetition and task
repetition. The LD paradigm involved both stimulus repeti-
tion and task repetition. To clarify whether similar results
would be obtained for item repetition only, future studies
could manipulate the study task or record ERPs to repeated

Žstimuli in the absence of a response. Priming effects blood
.flow reductions in left prefrontal cortex appear to be

Žtask-specific e.g., repeated performance of word stem
completion or verb generation using the same words more

. Žthan once but not item-specific e.g., word stem comple-
tion based on words studied in a ‘liking rating’ task;

w x.reviewed in Ref. 67 .
A previous experiment examined repetition priming

during semantic decision tasks, in which new and repeated
words were classified as either livingrnonliving or con-

w xcreterabstract 76 . Priming did not differ consistently
among controls and left superior, left inferior, or right
frontal groups. However, reductions were observed in some
left frontal patients, unlike their completely intact priming
in LD. Three fMRI studies found decreased activity in left
inferior prefrontal cortex during repetition priming in se-

w xmantic decision tasks 7,18,89 , suggesting this region may
be one that benefits from repeated stimulus presentation
and repeated task performance during semantic decisions.

4.3. ERP effects

The ERP data yielded two major findings. First, both
anterior and posterior frontal lesions reduced the magni-
tude of the repetition effect, delayed its onset by 100 ms,
and decreased its duration. Despite the intact behavioral
measure of priming, its electrophysiological associate
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showed a persistent decrement. One conclusion about the
ERP repetition effect during LD is that the neural genera-
tors in prefrontal cortex and surrounding areas are not
essential for behavioral priming; these regions do not
contribute directly to the implicit memory aspects of the
task. Conversely, lesions of right inferior temporal–oc-
cipital cortex completely abolished the ERP repetition
effect and reduced priming at intermediate and long delays
w x75 . Thus, another possibility is that temp–occip damage
disrupts the critical input structures of a neural circuit that
projects to other generators in prefrontal cortex, whereas
frontal lesions affect a later, less essential stage in the
neural system that responds to word repetition. Although a
particular brain region may be recruited during a particular

Ž .cognitive task in controls as indexed by ERPs or imaging ,
its integrity may not be essential for task performance.

A third possibility is that prefrontal cortex modulates
the gain of activity in temp–occip cortex, as suggested by
reduction of the visual N170. This early visual component

w xis presumably generated in extrastriate cortex 21,31 , but
frontal damage virtually abolishes it. In a similar manner,
prefrontal projections to inferior temp–occip cortex may
amplify the ERP repetition effect that is generated there.
Projections from prefrontal areas 45 and 8 to inferior

Ž .temporal IT areas TE and TEO have been demonstrated
w xin monkeys 90 . This could be the pathway by which

prefrontal cortex, although not the sole or major generator
of the ERP repetition effect during LD, exerts its influence

Ž w x.on the posterior areas such as temp–occip cortex; 75
that do generate the effect. A goal for future research is to
determine how this ERP effect may be a consequence of
neuronal mechanisms such as repetition suppression and

w xenhancement in monkey IT and prefrontal cortex 10 .
Ž w x.Desimone et al. reviewed in Ref. 10 have proposed that

repetition suppression of single-unit activity in IT can
serve as a substrate of visual priming in humans.

The second major ERP finding is that LPC amplitude
was decreased over the entire scalp in the posterior frontal
patients, with the greatest reduction over the lesion, imply-
ing the loss of a neural generator andror an essential input
to the generators. The anterior frontals did not show this
reduction, suggesting that dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
was not an indispensable neural source. Additional damage
to Broca’s area, insular cortex, and anterior temporal tip
reduced LPC amplitude, although the repetition-evoked
modulation of this component was equally reliant on ante-
rior and posterior frontal regions. Focal, polarity-inverting
potentials related to the scalp N400 and LPC have been
recorded from intracranial electrodes placed in Broca’s

Žarea and lateral orbitofrontal cortex see Fig. 1C and Table
. w x4 , with larger amplitudes in the latter 20,23 . Patients

performed a recognition memory task in those experi-
ments, but N400 and LPC have been recorded in Broca’s

w xarea during lexical decision as well 24 .
Unfortunately, the N400 was not clearly delineated in

the present study due to its overlap with the large, subse-

quent LPC associated with categorization, decision, and
response. In another experiment, we recorded ERPs while
patients with prefrontal damage read sentences that ended

w xwith congruous or incongruous completions 80 . No re-
sponses were required. Preliminary results indicated that

Žthe patients including anomic aphasics with left inferior
.prefrontal lesions generated N400s that were comparable

to controls. However, frontal lesions eliminated the LPC to
anomalous endings. The LPC in this paradigm may index
spontaneous categorization of anomalous sentences or a
post-sentence error monitoring process. It appears that
lateral prefrontal cortex does not contribute to the scalp-re-
corded N400 or the semantic integration processes associ-
ated with it. Instead, left frontal regions may participate in
later categorization or evaluative processes, which is con-
sistent with the lexical decision and LPC decrements ob-
served in the current study. A recent PET experiment on
the interaction between response mode and semantic pro-

w xcessing is of interest 30 : blood flow in left area 45 was
Žgreatest in a livingrnon-living task relative to an ortho-

.graphic control when subjects made mouse-click re-
sponses, intermediate with spoken responses, and minimal
for ‘silent thought’ responses. Left inferior prefrontal cor-
tex could be more involved in selecting the appropriate
response in lexical–semantic tasks than in the actual re-
trieval of semantic knowledge itself.

The present findings contribute to the literature on the
multiple neural sources involved in generating LPCs in
different paradigms. Scalp positivities recorded from 300
to 700 ms post-stimulus measure activation of multiple
neocortical and limbic regions dependent upon the particu-
lar stimuli and tasks used. For example, the target P3b
recorded during simple auditory, visual, and somatosen-
sory discrimination tasks is unaffected by prefrontal dam-
age, unlike the decrements produced in the P3a response to

w xnovelty 37,38,93 .
Finally, it appears that different neural sources are

implicated in generating the ERP word repetition effect
under implicit versus explicit memory conditions. Of im-
mediate relevance is the observation that the same frontal
patients from the current study did not show a decrease in
the ERP repetition effect in a recognition memory task
w x79 . Hence, prefrontal cortex makes differential contribu-
tions to the oldrnew effects recorded during lexical deci-
sion and recognition.
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